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The Hagelin Cryptographer type.C-4£ A.
Photographs figs. I & II.

A. General remarks.
The apparatus type C-4-8 A, which is purely mechanical in

its function and independent of electric current, has remarkably
small dimensions and is of relatively simple construction, but
possesses notwithstanding many of the advantages, which only larger
and more expensive machines have yet been able to show - or claim.

The following characteristics of this apparatus type may be
of spec ia l in teres t ,

1. Small overall dimensions (about 80 x 135 x 195 mm), low
weight (about 3 kg.) and nevertheless a robust construction. The
apparatus can be conveniently carried on a strap over the shoulder.
It will stand rough treatment and can be used under the most
primitive and inconvenient conditions, which may occur for instance
i n t h e fi e l d .

2. The same apparatus can be used for both ciphering and
deciphering; the functions are reversed with a simple lever movemen

3. The apparatus is provided with a printing mechanism with
which both the primary text (clear text when ciphering, cipher when
deciphering) and the secondary text (cipher when ciphering, clear
text when deciphering) are recorded on separate paper tapes. The
primary text is reproduced on the left paper tape, while the right
one renders the secondary text. It is to be noted that when
ciphering both the primary (clear) text and the secondary (cipher)

_text are divided in 5-letter groups. Then the clear text also
contains the letter X, which is used for indicating spaces between
the words of the clear text. On the other hand, when deciphering
the primary (cipher) text appears in unbroken succession, while the
secondary (clear) text is reproduced with the proper spaces betv/een
the words of the original message.

4-. The operating speed is satisfactory. With a l i t t le prac
tice 20-30 letters per minute can be ciphered or deciphered; this
speed can be considerably increased with more experience.

5. The operation is most simple and does not require a
specially trained staff. The routine work can be learnt in a short
while by most anybody who can read and write. The construction is
as nearly foolproof as can be, and automatic interlocking devices
prevent faul ty sett ings or operat ion.
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6. From the crypto graphical point of view the cipher, produced
on the apparatus C-4-8 A, are of the double substitution type and
can contain all displacement steps from 1 to 26. The length of the
permutation period is about 100,000,000 letters for every series
used, and the total number of possible different series is infinite
from a practical point of view.

7. The apparatus contains several variable elements, which serve
to compose the different ciphers used. The arrangement of these
elements can be kept secret to a sufficient extent under all con
di t ions.

Provided a suitable cipher service is organized and the ser
vice rules are rigidly followed during the oiphering work, then the
oi-pher messages produced on apparatus C-4-8 A will be absolutely
inviolable.— i m

B, Detailed description.—I HI

w i th re fe rence to the appended pho tog raphs figs . I & I I
some of the detai ls, which are marked with numbers on the photographs
and which wi l l be descr ibed in the fo l lowing, are enumerated be low.
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50. Toothed wheel for displacement
53. Indicating disc (primary alphabet)
54. Reading disc (secondary alphabet)
55 a. Type wheel (primary alphabet)
5 5 b . " » ( s e c o n d a r y " )
56. Operating knob for the indicating disc (53)
58 a. Front arm of lever, serving as pawl for the toothed wheel (50)
65 a. Paper roll (for the primary text)
6 5 b . " " ( f o r t h e s e c o n d a r y t e x t )
66. Guard for the paper rolls (65a) and (65b)
67 a. Paper tape (primary text)
8 7 b . " " ( s e c o n d a r y t e x t )
71 a. Two-tongued guide spring for paper tape (primary text)
7 1 * • " " * ' " " " " ( s e c o n d a r y t e x t )
72. Paper feed rol ler
73 a. Guide roller for the primary paper tape (67a) ■
7 3 b . • ' ■» ' • " • « s e c o n d a r y ; ' " ( 6 7 b )
74 a. Releasing arm for the guide rollers (73a) and (73b)
76. Operating knob for the paper feed roller (72)
S3 a. Ink roller (for the primary typewheel 55 a)
8 3 b . " • • ( " ' • s e c o n d a r y " 5 5 b )
94. Reversing switch (ciphering and deciphering)
110. Releasing knob for the repeating
1 1 1 . O p e r a t i n g k n o b " " "
112. Counter
121. Stay for the protective cover (5)
122. Locking pin for the stay (121)
123. Locking knob for the sett ings of relat ive posi t ions
124. Crank lever
125. Handle of crank lever (124)
134. Catch for the lever (124).

The majority of the operating parts of the apparatus are
mounted inside a closed compartment, consisting of the frame (1),
which forms the bottom and the front and rear walls. To this frame
two side walls (2) and (3) are fixed. The lid (4), which can be
locked in i ts closed posit ion, is hinged to the rear wall of the
frame. A strong protective cover (5) which is also provided with
a lock, is hinged to the rear of the bottom plate.

At two corners of the cover (5) clamps are fastened, which
serve as fastenings of the carrying strap, which is provided for the
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apparatus. There are four keys provided for each apparatus: two
of them (with one notch in the grip) can be used to lock and unlock
the protective cover only, while the other two keys (with two notches
in the grip) can be used for the locks both in the cover (5) and the
l i d ( 4 ) .

When the cover (5) has been unlocked it can be fixed in its
open position with the aid of the stay (121), whose free slotted
end is slid on to the pin (122) inside the left side of the cover.
The following parts now come into view: outside the left side wall
(2) we find the indicating disc (53) with its operating knob (56),
the reversing switch (94-), the paper feed roller (72) with its
operating knob (76) and its guide rollers (73a & 73b) with the
releasing arm (74a). Through apertures in the lid we see the
reading disc (54), the counter (112), the locking knob (123), the
pinwheels (15,16,17,18,19 and 20) and the releasing knob (110).

On the outside of the right side wall (3) we find the crank
lever (124) with its handle (125) and the repeating knob (111).
Inside the protective cover (5) a mounting for the paper rolls
(65a & 65b) is arranged with a guardplate (66). Inside the cover
there are also clamps for the following accessories: 1 tube with
ink rol lers, 1 tube with lubricant, 1 pair of pincers and 1 tool
for the rearrangement of the pins in the pin wheels and of the
movable lugs on the slide bars.

With the lid (4-) opened, most of the inner parts of the
apparatus are visible. One may obtain an idea of the function of
these parts if one follows the movement during one operating cycle,
i .e . dur ing the c ipher ing of a le t ter.

It is assumed that the "key members'* are all set in a pre
determined manner (see instructions for use p.p. 6 & 7),

The let ter to be ciphered is first located on the indicat ing
d isc (53) , which is turned so that th is le t ter w i l l reg is ter wi th
the white index on the lid (4-). The lid should be kept open during
this -demonstration7' in order to permit an observation of the
different movements. The parts, which interest most are:

a) The pinwheels (15-20), whose pins (34-) act on
b) the guide arms (43-48), of which there is one for each

pinwheel. Under the action of the pins these arms will
take e i ther ac t ive or inac t ive pos i t ions re la t ive

c) the drum, whose slide bars (38) in case their lugs (42)
should be acted on during the rotation of the drum by
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active guide arms, will be pushed over to the left. In
this way the drum acts as a toothed wheel with a variable
number of teeth; the displaced slide bars act on

d) a ( intermediate) tooth wheel, which meshes constantly
with, and transmits its movement to

e) the displacement tooth wheel (50) which is fixed to the
right end of a tubular shaft, which also carries the
alphabet discs. These are the indicating (primary) disc
(53), the reading (secondary) disc (54) and the type
wheels (55a and 55b).

We are now at the point, where the letter to be ciphered
has been pet with the aid of the indicating disc (53). The next
operation wil l be to push the crank lever (124) from its starting
upright posi t ion forward-downward unt i l i t reaches i ts stop. I f
this movement is performed very slowly, we can see how the drum
will commence to rotate. At the very beginning of this rotation
the printing of the primary sign on the (left) paper tape (67a)
takes place, During the continued movement of the drum we can furthe
see how those of the guide arms, which are close to the slide bars
( i .e. in act ive posi t ion), wi l l engage the lugs in the respect ive
vert ical planes. During the rotation the oblique surfaces of those
actively positioned guide arms will push the corresponding slide
bars to the left. Each thus displaced bar will feed forward the
abovementioned intermediate tooth wheel one step (= one tooth),
which movement will be transmitted to the alphabet wheels via the
large displacement tooth wheel (50). When all the slide bars have
passed the guide arm zone, the new (displaced) position of the
alphabet discs is automatically fixed by a lever, whose upper front
arm (58a) acts as a pawl, which locks the toothwheel (50). This new
position is thus determined by the interdependent action of pin
wheels, guide arms and slide bars as described above, and which
real ly const i tutes the ciphering procedure.

Immediately after this displacing procedure has been comple
ted and while the crank lever (124) is sti l l being operated, the
printing moment of the secondary sign occurs, i.e. a hammer behind
the paper tape (67b) presses the right paper tape against the type-
wheel (55b), pr int ing the predetermined cipher letter, corresponding
to the ind icated c lear tex t le t ter.

After this, all the pinwheels are moved one step forward,
and the paper tapes are fed automatically one space (and for every
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5th letter, when ciphering, two spaces). The drum having completed
one fu l l revo lu t ion , s tops au tomat i ca l l y i n i t s i n i t i a l pos i t i on .
At the same time the crank lever (124) has reached its horizontal
bottom position. Its handle (125) is then released, the crank
lever snaps back into its upright position and the apparatus is now
ready for the ciphering of the next letter in the clear text.
C. Instructions for use.

In order to make correspondence between two or several
apparatus possible, it is necessary that all the variable organs are
ident ica l ly ar ranged, and that ident ica l s tar t ing posi t ions are
used for both the ciphering and deciphering of the same message.
The settings are of two kinds, on one hand the interior settings,
which can be effected only with the lid (4) opened, and on the
other hand the exterior settings, which can be made when the lid
is locked.

I . I n t e r i o r s e t t i n g s .
These comprise the grouping of the slide bar lugs (42) and

the arrangement of the pins (34) in the pin wheels (15-20), all in
accordance with an agreement between the correspondents.

a) On each of the 27 slide bars (38) - which are numbered -
two lugs (42) are mounted, which can be put into anyone of several
notches in the sl ide bar. In order to determine the different
"groups" there is a longitudinal plate mounted above the drum,
c a r r y i n g t h e n u m b e r s 1 0 2 3 4 5 0 6 . T h e 0 : s d e n o t e n e u t r a l
posi t ions, whi le a l l the other posi t ions are act ive.

These group numbers in conjunction with the numbering of
the slide bars (38) define the positions chosen for the bar lugs
(42). The arrangement of the lugs is conveniently done with the
aid of the specially adapted screw driver, which is delivered
with the apparatus.

b) The pinwheels (15-20) have all near their periphery a
number of axial pins (34), which can be identified by the letters
which are engraved on the crowns of the pinwheels. These pins can
be displaced sideways and locked in any of two end positions so
that they wi l l protrude ei ther to the lef t or to the r ight . The
pins must be placed in accordance with the arrangement agreed upon
for the "interior settings". The pins can be pushed into the posi
tion chosen with the aid of the screw driver, or with the point of
a knifeblade.
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I I . Ex te r i o r se t t i ngs .

These are determined by a certain relative position between
the indicating disc (53) and the reading disc (54), and by a cer
tain different ini t ial posit ion of the pinwheels for each message.

a) The relative position is identified by a bigram, whose
first letter (suitably A) is chosen on the reading disc (54)
and whose second letter has to be found on the indicating disc (53).
In case, for instance, the bigram A Q is to be used, the knob (56)
is turned until the letter A on the reading disc (54) appears in
its aperture in the lid (4). Then the reading disc is locked by
pressing down the knob (123), whereafter the knob (56) together
with the indicating disc (53) is pulled to the left about 1/8" and
turned unt i l the let ter Q on the indicat ing d isc wi l l register
with its index. The indicating disc is now released so that it
will snap into engagement again with the reading disc, effecting
the posit ion A Q.

b) The ini t ial posit ion for the pinwheels is determined for
each new message by a (different) letter combination, which is
obtained through individual displacement of the pinwheels (15, 16,
17, 18, 19 and 20) in such a way that the letter combination
is formed by the respective letters, engraved on the pinwheel
crowns, which have to register with the indices, drawn between the
apertures for the pinwheels in the l id (4).

Before the p inwheels are defini te ly p laced in the i r in i t ia l
posit ions for the purpose of ciphering or deciphering, the fol lowing
must be observed:

1. Place the crank lever (124) in i ts upright operating
pos i t ion . I f the lever i s locked in i t s hor izon ta l pos i t ion w i th
the handle (125) folded, the latter has to be swung into the hori
zontal working position and the catch (134) released so that the
crank lever swings into i ts vert ical posit ion. Try now to operate
the crank lever, by drawing it forward-downward until i t reaches its
stop; then release it. If the lever cannot be operated, do not try
to fo rce i t and leave i t i n i t s ve r t i ca l pos i t i on . A f te r th i s
neither the crank lever (124) nor the indicating disc (53) should
be moved before the ciphering or deciphering begins.

2. The counter (112) is set to show an arbitrarily chosen
hundred by turning the knob (111), while the releasing knob (110)
is kept depressed. Make sure that the intermediate shaft (9), con-
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trolling the movement of the counter, is locked in the position
chosen on the counter, when the knob (110) is released. The figure
shown by the counter should be notated: with this figure registered
it wi l l be easy to return the pinwheels to their start ing posit ion,
or to any other position during the operating, with the help of the
knob (111).

3. The pinwheels (15-20) are set individually to show the
letter combinat ion, chosen for the start ing posi t ion, by turning
them (in a clockwise direction, when seen from the left) with the
fingers, using the mil led projections between the letters on the
crowns of the pinwheels.

4. By turning the knob (76) the paper tapes (67a & 67b) are
advanced a suitable distance, so that the text to be printed will
not be confused with the eventually already printed letters.

I I I . Cipher work.
a) Ciphering. The reversing switch (94) is set in a fixed

position, where a "C", engraved on one side of its handle, will be
visible. The letters of the clear text can now be ciphered, one
after the other, in the fol lowing way: the indicat ing disc (53) is
turned in ei ther d i rect ion, so that the let ter to be c iphered wi l l
register with the index immediately to the right of the disc, and
after this the crank lever (124) is operated once with a moderate
and steady movement, until it reaches its end position. Keep the
left hand off the indicat ing disc, whi le operat ing the crank lever
(124) with the right hand.

One of the letters, when ciphering, can be used to indicate
spaces between words, in which case it will not be printed when
deciphering. The letter X is delegated for this purpose (eventual
X:s in the clear text may for example be substituted by KS).
Any other letter can be arranged to perform this function, at the
choice of the customer. The apparatus produces a cipher text in
groups of five letters each.

b) Deciphering. The movements are all the same as when
ciphering with the exeption that the reversing switch (94) is set
to show the letter "D".- It should be noted that the spaces between
the cipher groups shall not be '"'deciphered" as they have been
obtained automatically and independently of the ciphering operation.
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IV. Remarks.
When the apparatus is used, the protective cover (5) should

be kept in the open position by the stay (121), whose free end is
placed over the pin (122) on the inside of the left wall of the
cover.

It should be observed that immediately following the
ciphering of each individual letter, the ciphering mechanism
becomes automatically locked: the crank lever (124) will remain
locked until the indicating disc (53) has been turned again to set
the next letter in the text. No?/ if for instance the word I N has
to be ciphered, and i f , when first ciphering the I , the indicat ing
disc (53) happens to become displaced to the position where N
registers with the index, then in order to have the crank lever
(124) released for the ciphering of the N, it will be necessary
to move the indicat ing d isc (53) a l i t t le in e i ther d i rect ion
before the ciphering can continue.

The paper rolls (65a & 65b) are easily accessible inside
the protective cover and are kept in place by the guard plate (66).
It is easy to insert new paper into the apparatus. The free ends
of the paper tapes are first cut off at an angle and are drawn
through a guide to the left of the plate (66) and then alongside
the left wall (2) of the apparatus. The tapes are then put so far
into slots immediately above and to the right of the reversing
switch (94) unti l they appear at the r ight side of the indicating
disc (53)« 1^ is important, that the paper tapes appear between
the double-tongued guide springs (71a & 71b) and the horizontal
guide arm, against which said springs press. After this the paper
tapes are drawn upwards-backwards over said guide arm, then under
the guide rollers (73a & 73b), which are raised when depressing
the releasing arm (74a).

In order to change the ink rollers (83a & 83b) one must open
the lid (4). The pincers are preferably used.

If from any reason the operator should have run short of
paper or ink rollers, the apparatus nevertheless can be used in a
manner by reading the letters of the secondary text from the
reading disc (54) as seen in its aperture in the l id (4) after
each operation of the crank lever (124).

The apparatus should be oiled from time to time, using the
oil holes, and also oil ing such parts that are subject to wear. For
this purpose the oil can, which is mounted inside the protective
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cover is used. A light mineral oil of superior quality is re
commended.

It is important that during the cipher work the crank lever
(124) is operated with an even movement and not too fast, as a
rough treatment and jerky motions may lead to faulty functionning
and abnormal wear and tear.
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